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This Is a somewhat technical report of updated information on the 
relJBbi Ifty and accuracy of I-level classifications. These classifications 
('dlagnomes') relate to a large number of dell~quent adolescents, ages 
13 through 19, who had been committed to the California Youth Autho~lty (CVA) 
from local Juvenl Ie Courts. The basic data of this study were l:~Y~ 
diagnoses of youths who comprised the study sample of the CVA's Community 
Treatment Pr'oject (CTP). A11 diagnoses were made by CTP staff. 

Previously reported findings related to the period which extended 
from 1961 through late 1965. 1 They had reference to the Sacramento and 
Stockton areas alone; and, they did not dlfferentiat~: between males and 
fema les. The present i nformati on extends from 1961 through 1969, thereby 
covering the entire CTP Phase I and Phase II operatlon.2 It relates to all 
three study areas--Sacramento, Stockton-Modesto, San Frandisco--and Is 
broken down separate ly, for ma 1 es and fema 1 es. 3 

I Interrater-ReliablJjty At A Single Point In Tima 

Here, the data In question relate to the situation in which two different 
research raters each classlfled--at virtually the same point In tl~--the 
tape-recorded intake IntervIew which was conducted with each youth. This 
situation applied to a total of 364 males, I.e., 45% of all 802 Phase I and 
Phase II males. 5 (Interratera rellabl llty for females will be taken up In 
later pages.) 

The overall results are given separately for SUbtype and I-level 
classifications. 

Any given youth may receive 1 of 9 subtype classifications: 
Aa, Ap, Cfm, efc, Hp, Na, Nx, Se or Ci. Simultaneously, he may 
receive 1 of 3 I-level classifIcations: 12 , 13 , or 14 •6 
Logically speaking, the rater must decrde upon the youth's 
I-level classification prior to determining the subtype classif
ication. In actual practice, the two judgments, or decisions, 
often take place almost simultaneously. 

In the case of maJes, the fi rst and second research raters agreed wi th one 
another as to the youth's aybtype 62% of the time. They agreed with one 
another regarding the youth's I-Jevel §J1 of the time. 



The percentage of agreement between the fi rst and second research ratel"S 
was as follows for the separate subtYPAA. (These fi gures are shown in 
relation to the flnal--i .e., 'true l - a subtype"classificatlon which was 
determined for each given individual): As - 33%; Ap - 81%; Cfm - 75%; 
Cfc - 74%; Kp - 34%; Na - 49%i Nx - 71%; Se - 79%; Ci - 67%. (The 
subtype sample"'sizes were: 3, 16, 51, 38, 47, 82, 78, 19, and 
30. respectively.) 

The percentage of agreement between the first and second research rater$ 
was as follows for the.··separate X-Je.vtU,:;: I .. 79%; 13 " 79%; 14 - 83%. 
These figures refer to lnterrater-agreement tn relstlon to the I-level which 
was determined to be the youth's true I-level. (As to I-level agreement per 
se--Irrespectlve of whether the raters had agreed with each other re9ardtng 
the true I-level--the figures were: 12 - 84%; I - 79%; 14 " 85%.) The 
sample-sizes were: 19, 136, and 209 for the 12 , r3• and I4 levels, 
respectively. Only one IS was included within the present ana1ysis. The 
first and second research raters agreed on his r-level ••• though not on his 
subtype. One called him an Na, and the other an Hx. 

We wi 11 now break this down in various other ways, once again, separately 
for SUbtype and I w level. 

A. First to the Jubtype classifications. 48.9% of the lst w2nd research 
rater disagreements were 1 subtype-classification apart (e.g., diagnosis 
by first research rater G Cfm; diagnosis by second research rater e 

Cfc). 18.7% of the disagreements were 2 subtype-classifications apart 
(e.g •• first research rater's dx ~ Cfm; second research rater's dx u Mp). 
20.9% were 3 categories apart (e.g., ••• Cfm vs. Na). The remaining 
figures were 5.8%, 3.6%. and 2.2% for 4-, 5- and 6- sUbtype
classifications apart, respectively. Diagnostic disagree~~nts between 
the first and second research raters were 2.09 subtype-classifications 
apart. 0" the average; these sClime di sagreements were separated by a 
median of 1.56 subtypemclassffications. These results rather clearly 
support the idea that interrater-disagreements were more likely to 
involve adjacent categories (or, relatively simi lar classifications), 
instead of those v/hich were widely or even randomly separated (or. 
relativelY dissimi la~ classifications). (The results appear to be 
meaningful irrespective of our belief that ~here exists no single 
underlying continuum of a~bt~pes within I-leveL. See pg. 4, paragraph 
2, for further comment.) 
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Three examples win further Illustrate thIs point: 

( 1) Among rna 1 es who were fl na l1y dl;,agnosed as ~ (I. e., the 'M 1 

label represented the youth 1 s 'trueS diagnosis insofar as CTP wasP 
c~ncerned), there.were a total of 31 1st-2nd research-rater 
disagreements d~rlng 1961-1969. Of these 31, 7 involved an 
Mp-Cfc combination (I.e., the 'first research rater classified the 
youth as an Hp, whereas the second research rater called him a 
~f: ••• ~r vice versa); 6 disagreements Involved an Mp-Na combination' 
Th~nvo ved.an Mp-Cfm combination; 3 Involved an Mp .. CI combInation. ' 

remainIng disagreements. (1'4e., subtype-combinations) each had 
a frequency of fewer than 3. 

(2) In the case of youths whose final diagnosis was Na there 
were a total of 42 1st-2nd research-rater disagreements'durlng 
1961-1969. Of these 42, the most common 'disagreement-combinations' 
were as follows (together with their frequencies): Na-Mp = 8 . 
disagreements; Na-Nx a 7; Na-Cfm = 5- Na-Cfc = 5 The r . r 
subty 0 b" h ' • amain n9 . pe-c m Inatlons eac had a frequency of 3 or less. 

(~) As to the yx's (23 disagreements 
disagreements; Nx-Se = 4; Nx-Mp a 3. 
each had a frequency of 2 or less. 

in all): Nx-Na R 12 
The remaining disagreements 

,We performed some statistical tests, and derived a number of 
readily interpretable indices, with ,"espezt to the above sample of 
364 males. rnc'ude~ were: Chi Squ~re.(X ); Cramer's Statistic (<I/); 
Goodman and Kruskal s Index of Pred,ctive Association _ f .e., lambda (A)' 
Percentage of Interrater Agreement (IIRater agreement")· Percentage of ' 
Interrater Agreement minus the P~rcentage of Agreement'expected on the 
basis of Chance Guessing alone (IIRater agreement minus chancel!) Much 
of what follows relates to these tests and indices. • 

~e!atf~e to the tests and findings next reported, the 9 subtype-
claSSificatIons were first reduced to a total of 7 Tnl d b b·" h ' . • s was one y 
com Inlng t e Aa s WIth Apls, on the one hand, and the Se's with Ci's 
on th; other. This seemed to be a worthwhJ Ie move In view of the 
retat~vely small numerical representat'ion of these particular subtypes-
espeCIally the Aa's, Ap's and Sets. 



Relative to the classification of youths by subtyee (N m 364 males; 
7 categories), the interrater-reliabl lity results were: 

x2 
m 795.1 (d. f. m 36; p < .001) 

\1" EI .60 

A (symmetri ca 1) m .557 

Rater agreement (7 categor I es ) m 65% 

Rater minus chance 
8 

51% agreement JIll 

The obtained f and i\ appear quite encouraging, in relation to the present 
sample-size. This applies to the 'rater-agreement-mfnus-chance' figure, 
as well. (As compared with the latter figure, Ie can be considered a 
more useful measure of reliability with regard to the present analyses. 
It takes account of eTP's subtype--and, where appropriate, I-level--
base rates ••• whereas 'rater agreement minus chance' does not. Whether 
at CTP or not, many raters are in possession of at least some information 
concerning population base rates; and, in certain instances, their 
information may be rather accurate and complete. If they choose to 
utilize and/or 'fall back upon' information of this type, individual 
raters may, under given conditions, make substantially better 
classlficB.tions than if they were merely to guess. As a result, raters 
could also be more likely to agree with one another than would be the 
case in relation to 'chance guessing'~ alone. The present issue would 
be somewhat less pertinent with respect to differing sets of base rates. 
Within CTP, however, Na's and Nx's each comprised more than 25% of the 
male sample. Collectively, the 14 group comprised approximately 65% 
of the r~le sample.) 

A Pearson L was computed largely for the purpose of making a general 
comparison with the other tests and Indices (e.g., the ~/). It was . 
computed despite the fact that--except at certain steps along the way--
the subt e-classification 'series' (moving from Aa to APt then on to Cfm ••• 
and so on through Ci does ~ fully represent a maturational progression. 
(Nl{'S are not necessarily tlmore matur~tI than Ha's; similarly, Mp's are 
not necessarily more mature than efc's.) Because of this, it does not 
comprise the type of measurement scale which would really satisfy one 
of the key statistical assumptions involved in the interpretation of a 
Pearson L. This is apart frDm the fact that the series of I-level 
classifications (i.e., 12 ~ 13 ~ 14) ~, on the other hand, represent 
a relatively unbroken ana coherent maturational progression; on at 
least this score it comprises a sufficiently suitable type of scale 
relative to the Pearson r. In any event, the Pearson r was +.72 with 
respect to the SUbtype-classifications. -
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B. 

Still within I-level, the most common 
were as follows. (The youths are shown in 

1e youths (to:al of 51st-2nd research-rater disagreements): 
common type or disagreement Involved the Aa-Cfm combination. 
disagreements of this type.) 

Tne most 
(N mil 2 

!3 youths (total of 54 dfsagrsemel'1ts): The most common dJsagreements were 
Hp-Na (N ~ 9 such dlsa~reements); Cfc-Mp (N s 7); Cfm.Mp (N m 7). The 
remaining subtype-combInations each had a freque~cy of 5 or fewer. 

J.4 youths (total of 79 disagreements): The most common disagreements were 
Na-Nx (N u 20); Na-el (N ~ 9); Na-Mp (N ~ 8). The remaining subtype
combinations each had a frequency of 5 or fewer. 

Relative to the classifications of youths by I-level (N m 364 males' 3 
categor i es ), the above-ment i oned tes ts Clnd i nd ices are s ummari zed as ' 
follows: 

m 321.3 (d.f. m 4; p < .001) 
~J' m .66 

A (symmetrical) ~ .56 

Rater agreement (3 categories) 

Rater agreement minus chance m 

Pearson ~ m +.69 10 

"r \I f . re ers to the numerical) hi h 
re~~ct to given joint frequenc~ di;te~~ :~arson ~( that can be obtained with 
nature of the data or how to ch rl U Ions. See: Carroll, John 8., The 
£§" No.4. 1961. 347"'372.) In ~~~: a. c~rre'a~ion coefficient • .es~cbQmetr!ls§. 
paragraph 3, and in fn 10 as well WIt the Issues reviewed on pg. 4 
3-category (I r I)· d 4 ,rmax(was computed only in relation to the 

2' 3' 4 an ·category I I I N i breakdowns. 2' 3' 4 eurot c. 14 Non-Neurotic) 
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The following applies to females: 

The 1st and 2nd research raters agreed with one another as to the 
youth IS subtype M of the t T me. They agreed wi th one another regard I n9 
the youth's I-level 85% of the tIme. The subtype figure has reference 
to a total of 71 females - everyone whose Intake tape had been rated by 
two different researchers. (This reprssents 33% of the 212 Phase I and 
Phase II females.) 

The p~rcentage of agreement between the first and second research 
raters was as follows for the separate subtypes. (These figures are shown 
in relation to the final--I.e., itruel~-subtype-classlficat'on which was 
determined for each given individual): Aa - 0%; Ap - 100%; Cfm - 100%; 
efc - 67%; Mp - 55%; Na - 51,%; Nx - 81,%; Se - 100%; ct - 100%. 
(The subtype sample-sizes were: 1,2,4,3, 11,21,23,3, and 2, 
respectively. There was one 1

5
-) Because of the extremely small sample

sizes, essentially no confidence should be placed in the percentage-of
agreement which is reported for each subtype other than the Na, the Nx, 
and, possibly, the Hp subtype. 

The percentage of agreement between the 1st and 2nd research raters 
was as follows for the separate I-levels. (Figures are shown in terms of 
the Individual IS Itrue· I-level): 12 - 67%; 13 - 67%; 14 '" 76%. The 

sample sizes were as follows: 3, 18, and 49 for the i 2 , 13 , and 141~vels. 

respectively. (As to the 15 , the first and second research raters 
dlsagraed on her I-level.) 

We will now break this down further, separately for subtype and I-level. 

1. First to the sub~e classifications. 61.9% of the 1st-2nd research 
rater disagreements were 1 subtype-classification apart. 23.8% of 
the disagreements were 2 subtype-classifications apart. The 
remaining figures were 4.8% and 9.5% for 3- and 4- subtype
classifications apart, respectively. The diagnostic disagreements 
between the first and second research raters were 1.62 subtype
classifications apart on the average; the disagreements were 
separated by a median of 1.31 subtype-classifications. 

Relative to the tests and findings next reported, the 9 subtype
classIfications were reduced to a total of 7. This was done by 
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2. 

combining the Aa's with Ap's, 
Ci's on the other. on the one hand, and the Se's with 

The results were: 

III 217.2 (d.f. Q 36; P < .001) 
cp' /1111 • 72 

A (synmetrT ca l) 
811 .64 

Rater agreement (7 categories) m 76% 

Rat~r agreement minus chance ~ 61% 
Pearson L m +.86 

For the purpose of further com . 
of the very small sample_sizesPa~:son--and particularly in view 
several subtypes--the 9 ( dl w) ch were present relative to 
reduced to a total of 4 a(I o~; subtype-classifications were 
and 14 Non-neurotic.)· nc u ed were: I2 , I3 , I4 NeurotIc, 

The results were: 

X2 
11\1 122.9 (d.f. R 9; P < .001) 

<pI Ill! • 77 

A (symmetr I ca 1) Ell .66 
Rater agreement m 87% 

Rater agreement minus chance 

Pearson L = +.78 
( r max lSI: + . 97) 

These findings are not very different 
from the 7 cate i than those wh',ch resulted - gory ana ysis. 

Relative to th I 
females),!! e c assificatfon of youths by I-Jevel (N - 70 

the results were. -
2 • 

X ItlI 87.0 (d.f. 1IIlI4; P <.001) 
f .. .79 

A (symmetrical) m 

III 52% 
Pearson L a +.78 

( r max lIS +.98 ) 



II Rater-Reliability Througb Tjmq 

Thus far we have been speaking of Interrater-rellabi llty at a single 
point In tlme--vlz., intake. A different set of fIgures was obtained when 
\~ analyzed rater-rellsbl llty throygb tlma. The latter figures were found 
to be somewhat higher than the former, though not markedly so. 

The 'through timeD analysis refers to the 'research rating at 
point of Intake' as compared with the 'research rating based upon 
a rQutlne foJlowYD Intervlew' .•• or, In a few cases, a 'revocation' 
or 'dlscharge' type of fol10wup Interview. The time-interval 
between intake and fol1owup ratings waS usually around 8 to 12 
months (estimated). The analysis related to all subJect~grouplngs 
and all locations combined; in addition, it covered the entire 
Phase I and II operation, 1961-1969. 

Results are shown In Table l"·separately for (a) males and females, (b) subtype 
and I-level, and (c) 'single research rater' (I.e., researcher 'X' classified 
the youth at Intake as well as at followup) as distinct from 'different research 
raters' (t .e., researcher 'x' classified the youth at Intake, whereas researcher 
'Y' class' Hed him at fol1owup). 

Table 1 

CTP Interrater-Agreement Through Time (Intake VB. Fo 11owup) 

MALES FEMALES 
Subtype I "'Leve 1 Subtype I-level 

No. of % of No. of % of No. of % of No. of % of 

SI ngle Rater 256 75.8 256 91.4 45 80.0 45 93.3 

01 fferent Raters 170 74.7 170 91.2 45 75.6 45 84.4 

Total 426 75.4 426 91.3 90 77.8 90 88.9 

It might be of Interest to note that the above figures (the subtype figures 
In particular) are considerably higher than the 'through time' results reported 
by Jesness for a sample of 525 males who were InstItutionalized at the CYA's 
Preston School of Industry, during 1966-1968. 12 (It is likely that approximately 
25 to 35 of these particular youths had been CTP study subjects as well, at 
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some prior point In time.) The analysis related to the following: Subtype 
diagnoses based upon the Jesness Inventory were determined on a 'before
after' basisM-I.e., at point of admission to Preston, and, afterwards, 
shortly prior to departure. As in the case of CTP data, the usual before
after tlme.-interval was 8 to 12 months (estimated). (In passing. it might 
be mentioned that the Inventory-based results involved a substantially 
higher proportion of 13 classifications than were found within CTP's own 
study sample over the years. The CTP classifications were based almost 
exclusively upon the interview method of dlagnosi's.) The main results were: 

Subtype agreement-through-time 39% 

I-level agreement-through-tlme 67%. 

If one Includes only the sub-sample of 270 Individuals who had a 'high pre
inventory probabi llty ' (.50 or greater) with regard to their highest subtype 
classification, the figures would then rise to 49% and 71%, respectively. 

Getting back to the kIf data on rater-reliability through time, the 
subtywe results were as follows for all male~ combined (N a 426; 7 categories): 

1357.3 (d.f. = 36; P < .001) 

cp' II!I .73 

A (symmetrical) a .69 

Rater agreement = 77% 

Rater agreement minus chance ~ 62% 

Pearson L ~ +.86 

Relative to the classification of youths by I-leye~, the results were as 
follows for all males combined (N = 426; 3 categories): 

X
2 

m 560.4 (d.f. a 4; p < .001) 

cp' I!<i .81 

A (symmetrical) = .80 

Rater ag,oeement >Ii 91% 

Rater agreement minus chance = 58% 

Pearson L = +.85 (r a +.94) 
max 

Separate breakdowns for Cs ingle raters I and idifferent raters I appear in 
fn. 13. 
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With regard to the classification of youths by subtyP" the results were 
as follows for all females combined (N • 90; 7 categories: 

x2 
IIlI 206.8 

¢' IB .62 

(d. f. ra 36; P < .00 1 ) 

A (symmetri(al) ~ .64 

Rater agreement sa 77% 

Rater agreement minus chance • 62% 

Pearson L • +.78 

The results, for females, were as follows, when the subtype G classiflcatlons 
were redu~ed to a total of 4 (12,1 3, 14 Neurotic, 14 Non-Neurotic): 

l 1m 100.4 (d. f. = 9; p < .001) 

~' 1>1 .61 

A (symmetrical) D .67 

Rater agreement m 87% 

Rater agreement ml nus chance ~B 62% 

Pearson L ~ +.93 (r l1li +.95) max . 

As to the classification of youths by ~ the results were as follows for 
a 11 ferns las comb I ned (N m 90; 3 categorl es) : 

l 1:11 57.4 (d.f. w 4; P < .001) 

~ Ill! .56 

A (symmetrical) ~ .68 

Rater agreement a 90% 

Rater agreement minus chance = 57% 

Pearson L A +.79 (r 8!lI +.91) max 

Separate breakdowns for 'single raters' and Idifferent raters' appear in 
fn. 14. 
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III ~uracy Of I-Leve) plagnoses 

The 'accuracy' analyses wi Ii now be reviewed. FIrst. we took the 
following to be the youth's 'true' dlagno§Is~ the classifIcation which was 
finally agreed upon on the basis of all aV6~ lable Information. The information 
In question consisted chiefly of Interviews. In the case of Experimental 
subjects it also included behavioral observations, together with various verbal 
interactions between staff and youth. It would be useful to say a little more 
about this. In actual practice, a given youth's final classification could 
have been--and was--arrlved at via one of several routes. A 'basic route' 
occurred In £ll cases; other routes represented elaborations of the basic 
route. (It should be remembered that CTP was never particularly well set up 
to make a systematic and/or methodologically 'clean' assessment of di-agnostic 
rellabl 11ty and accuracy. At any rate, the basic, or fundamental 'route' was 
that in which the first research rater classified the youth on the basis of 
the Intake tape. This particular classification occurred without exception.) 
The routes or conditions In question included one or more of the following-
either singly or In various combinations with one ~nother:15 

A. lutmke Interview on~~. (1) Initial research rating of intake IntervIew 
(lIflr:H research rater"; (2) second research rating of intake IntervIew 
(llsecond research rater"); (3) thl I'd or fourth ,·esearch ratl ng of intake 
Interview (lithird research rater", etc.); (4) ratlng(s) of Intake Interview 
by operations personnel--I .e., by parole agent and/or treatment supervisor. 
(In this latter case, the operations staff member had also conducted the 
Intake Interview. In cases '1', '2', and 13' above, the researcher did the 
Intake Interview. In all ,four cases, at least one researcher rated--j .e., 
classlfled-~the Intake interview.) 

B. fgl10wup InteryIew(s) by one or mor~ researchers. There may have been 
anywhere from one to six or more such followup ' s. (The median figure Is 
approximately two, in the ease of youths who had at least one foflowu. 
interview.) Collectively, these intel'views may have extended over a period 
of severa 1 months, or, roor'e often, a cou{> 1e of years. The fl rst research . 
rater, and/or any other research rater(s}, may heve been Involved in anyone 
or more of these followup intervlews ••• plus the classifications which resulted 
from them. Op~~rations personnel wc:)[·e not Involved. 

C. Discharge interyiew. 16 

D. Qbseryations/Other interactions. These refer to direct and sometimes 
rather frequent behavioral observations of--and/or non-interview-centered 
verbal interactions wi tho-the youths. This applied to Experimental subjects 
only. 

The findings presented below are the results of analyses which involved 
two of the most common and/or possibly most meaningful Itroutes" with respect 
to arriving at the final CTP diagnosis. These are referred to as Case A and 
Case B, respectively: 



Case A:* Here, the first requirement for Inclusion within the analysis was that 
at least two different researchers must have diagnosed the given youth. The 
ratln9s in question may have been made at approximately the same point in 
tfme {e.g., first research rater--at Intake; second research rater--also at 
intake), or, they may have occurred at 5ubstl!lrItiatly different points in tfme 
(e.g., first research rater--at intake; a different research rater-mat 
followup). As always, the first researcher's classfffcatfon was In response 
to the Intake tape. "Level of accuracyll was defined as the percentage of 
youths for whom the first research rater's classificatfon agreed with the 
'true' dlagnosis--I .e., the final CTP dlagnosfs. 17 In 97.6% of all Case A 
ratings, the true diagnosis was 'verified' by the ratings of at least one 
researcher other than the fIrst research rater. In Itself, the first researcher's 
rating could not 'verify· the youth's true diagnosls--at least not In relation 
to the manner In which we conceived of 'veriflcatlon'. (We wi 11 mention at this 
point that there was virtually no measurable difference In the accuracy findings 
In connection with our having either Included or excluded the remaining 2.4~-
this being 12 cases in all.) The researcher who verifIed the true diagnosIs 
was not necessarf ly the second research rater. 

Main results are given below, fol1owlng the brief descdption of "Case B". 

Case B: All Individuals who fell wTthfn Case A were also included under Case B. --However, three additional categories of youth were included in Case B: 

* 

(1) Individuals who--instead of having been rated by at least one 
researcher In addition to the first research rater-awere later re-rated 
~ by the first research rater himself, in connection with a folJowup 
and/or discharge interview. 67 males and 14 females fell within this 
subgrouplng. 

(2) Individuals whose only rating-aother than the ever-present first 
research rater's Intake ratlng"""Was one whIch had been done by an 
operations pel"son. 122 males and 25 fem4!l1es fen within this subgrouplng. 
(These youths had no foliowup or discharge interviews, etc.) 

(3) Experimental subjects who$e only actual rating was the one which had 
been completed by the first research rater, yet whose diagnosis had, In a 
meaningful sense, been 'verified' on the basis of several months or--In 
most Instances--one or more years of direct observation by operations 
and/or research personnel. 41 males and 10 fema1es fell within this 
sUbgrouping. 

In sum, Case B involved a total of 765 males and 168 females. Level 
of accuracy was defined exactly as in Case A, above. 

Case A was one in which the first research rater's diagnosis of an individual 
was invariably supplemented by that of at least one other research rater. This 
particular requirenovl:!nt was not always present in relation to Case B diagnoses. 
Because of this and related reasons (see definition of ICase B', In the text), 
a somewhat greater degree of cQnfiden~~ may be placed in the accuracy of those 
diagnoses which were arrived at via the Case A 'route' only, as vs. those which 
related to Case B. 
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Separately for Cases A and B, the main results were as follows, with 
respect to diagnostic accuracy: 

A. As to the classification of CTP youths by sybtype (9 categories), 
the results for males were: 

Case A (N .535): Level of accuracy • 74% 

Level of accuracy minus chance • 63% 

Case B (N • 765) : Level of accuracy .. 81% 

Level of accuracy minus chance • 70%.18 

VarIous supplementary analyses were carried out. Here, as in the case 
of lnterrater-rellabl llty, the As and Ap categories were combined, as were the 
Se and CI categorfes. For males, ·the results of these 7-category analyses 
were as follows: 

.. 

Case A (N .. 535): l • 163:>.0 (d.f ... 36; P < .001) 

</>' • .71 

A (asynmetrfcal) .. .66 

Level of accuracy (7 cCltegorles) • 75% 

Level of accuracy minus chance .. 61% 

Pearson ~ • +.89* 

Case B (N .. 765): I- .. 2656.0 (d.f ... 36; p < .001) 

</>' • .76 

A (asymmetrical) •• 73 

Level of accuracy (7 categories) .. 81% 

Level of accuracy minus chance • 67% 

Pearson ~ .. +.89* 

See footnote 19 for comparable figures with re.gard to females. lIn 
connection with all male as well as female 'accuracy analyses', it 
should be noted that the asymmetrical A wa~ used relative to the question 

As mentioned earlier with reference to subtype analyses, the Pearson ~ was 
computed for the purpose of general comparison only. 
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B. 

of predicting the 'lLMe' dlaanos~ on the basis of the rater's diagnosis-
not vice versa. The latter approach would have been less pertinent to 
the issues under consideration and would, of course, have yielded 
somewhat different asymmetrical A values.) 

As to the classification of youths by I-Jeyel (3 categories), the 
results for males were: 

Case A (N = 535): X2 
b 685.7 (d.f. m 4; p < .001) 

Case B (N m 765): 

~' I!d .80 

A (asymmetrical) = .73 

Level of accuracy ~ 89% 

Level of accuracy minus chance a 55% 

Pearson L = +.89 (r EI +.97) max 

1041.9 

• 83 

(d.f. m 4; p < .001) 

A (asymmetrical) R .78 

level of accuracy m 92% 

level of accuracy minus chance m 59% 

Pearson L !iii +.8020 (r I:: +.96) 
max 

It might be of Interest to compare the CTP accuracy results wIth those 
from the ~nt~r fqr Training In PiffereotlaJ Treatment (Rita Warren, George 
Howard, et a1 located here In Sacramento. Using raw data supplied by tTOT, 
an analysis was made of the ratings of trainees who had completed CTOT's nlne
weeks course which focused upon differential diagnosis, together with genera1 
principles of differential treatment. The analysis reiated to all 39 Individuals 
who had completed both their 'in-training diagnostic ratings' and their 'one 
year fol1owup diagnostic ratings' as of several months a90. 21 Most of the 
'In-traIning ratings' took place during the fourth-through seventh-weeks of 
the nfne-weaks course. 
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As to the jnAtraioina ratings, a total of 9 diagnostic categorie$ were 
present in relation to the subtype-ciassifJcatronsc-iO, If one considered 
the I5 1s as weJI.22 However, very few ratings related to Aai s , Se°s, and 158S.23 
Not all trainees made the exact same number of ratIngs; nevertheless, they did 
make approximately the same number of ratings ( ••• 8 apiece, on the average). 
There were 313 ratings in al1~Qthe vast majority involving male subjects. 
Results for the 'n""training ratings were: 

51% of the ~ were accurate at the subtype level.24 Giving equal 
weight to each ~ (and in this sense holding constant the number of ratings 
per rater), it was found that the ~verage or typical rater correctly classified 
the youths 53% of the time as to subtY2e. Comparable figures for the I u level 
classifications were: ratings ~ 74%;25 average rater - 79%. (Some raters 
were partl cu lady ilCCUf"!ite f n thai r r"levEI 1 Judgments, thereby ral sf n9 the 
overall level of ratet accuracy.) 

As to the Qne ~~9Jlo~a ratings:26 All 39 trainees rated ~ set of 
four standard tapes. 27 Included in this set ~~re a Cfm, an Hp, an ~~ and 
a Ci tape=aeach of which involved a male subject. Relattve to the one year 
fol1owup subtype classifications, 46% of the i55 ratIngs were accurate.28 
The average rat~c WB$ also accurate 46% of the tima.29 Comparable figures 
for the 1-1e¥et classifications were: ratings ~ 66%;30 average rater - 68% • 
These fi gures were somewhat lower than those for the i n""trai' ni ng rati ngs. We 
doubt that thfs particuiar drop would have more than pos~tbly a modest amount 
to do with, s~y; a factor such as 'gradual reduction in the rater's overed 1 
level of diagliOstic ski HI. (CTDT provided the frainees with a certain 
amount of feedback and consultation dUi'"ing the yee»rr slJbseque'nt to their 
participation in the nine""Weeks course.) 

The bl·eakdO'#n by subtype may shed $OI'ile 1i ght on thUs mod®rate drop in 
accuracy from 'In trainfng' to Gone year foil owup G (see fn. 29). 

All in aii9 the level of accuracy which wa~ associated with the 
ClOT trainees was noticeably lower than that obti'lined by expedenceitJ eTP 
re§earcn staff. 

IV CMdydloS! RemeLtsi. 

Reli8bility figures obte~ned for the period '96i~~969 ~re approximately 
the same as those reported for the period 196i~1965. For males, the 'updated' 
interraterQsgreement at point of intake was 62% for subtypa and 8~% for 
!~ievel. Comparable figures for females we~e 70% and 85%; respectively. 
Inter'rater""'d~sagreeiilents usu8Y1y involved immedi<!l'teiy adjacent or ne~riy 
adjacent subtype categories. This was in contrast to subtyp® categories 
which were widely separated or, for that Jrmtter, randorniy distrfbuted. 
Taken together wi th the Cran'le'r cj)'p the Goodman and I<ru5kal ialmbda, and so on, 
these results would appear to be more than satisfactory by most standard$~wat 



least with reference to the number of differentiations in question (9 for 
subtype, 3 for I-level). (Even so, see pg. 16, paragraph 3, regarding one 
particular factor whose influence would reduce the strength of these findtngs 
to a moderate degree.) Thts would apply to the diagnostic accuracy results, 
as well. 

In terms of CTP's ~#n standards, however, much improvement is still in 
order. These standards relate very much to CTP's need for rather highly 
i ndi vi dUEl Ii zed tr'eatment p lanni og, begi nnf n9 at poi nt of intake. Thus, 
while recognizing the rat~ersubstantial conceptual and operational achieve" 
ments which may be reflected in the findings reported above, we are not at all 
satisfied with having 'only· 62% .. 70% Interrater"agreel1lent at the subtype 
level-"even grantln!ii that such figures include a asomewhat"'dif!icul~coto"rate· 
(yet rather sizable) 5ubsample, in addition to several ca11ed-for differ
eritiations. The 74%'" 81% 5.YptYR0"ac,"yrast¥ figures for males ere a little 
mol-e encouragfng.* While recognizing the difficulties involved, we feel a 
need to strive for levels of fnterrateraagreement which would be In the 
neighborhood of 85% - 90%. With thts in mind, it would seem as if CTp!s 
only apparent, current source of optimism might relate to the fact that such 
levels were achieved at least with reference to subtype-accuracy, in those 
cases which were rated and then discussed by at least ~ different raters 
(viz., two researchers) prior to their having arrived at what we would call 
the loperatro~al dtagnosfsi. (In the case of Experimentals, it was the 
operational diagnosis which the individualized treC:'ltment plans most closely 
reflected. ) 

Apart from CTpis particular standards and/or operatlona) needs, it wi 11 
be noted that the obtained percentagesGof-agreement, the lanmdaos, the 
Pearson £ISp etc., do indicate the presence of a sizable amount of RzgsictJye 
ability with reference to the subtype as ~~11 as I-level classifications. In 
other words, the Phase I and II results do not reflect the presence of a 
level or type of statistical significance which, in itself, is little other 
than an expression of low or moderately positive correlations within the 
context of large sample sizes. 

The following should be kept in mfnd. We estimate tnat, at the .s.ubtvM 
level, most CTP figures for interrater-agreement are perhaps 15% (not 15 
percentage points) higher than they would have been in the event that the 
2nd research rater had had absolutely no information regarding the 1st 
research rater's general--and, at times, rather specific-assessment of the 
youth. (This issue is less germane to the question of diagnostic accuracy.) 
Thi s same factor \t,,>Quld probably have resulted ina 5% - 10% difference in 
the case of l'"'le:.tti agreement. To quote from a 1970 cr.p report: "Among 
research staff, second raters often received inforn~tion as to the one, two, 
or perhaps three possible subtype-diagnoses with which a first rater may have 
been wrestling •••• Possession of this information eliminated the second rater's 
ability to reach a technically Independent or literally uncompounded Judgment. 

'* leve 1 of accuracy was as fo news for 'Case A I (the correspondi 1"19 fi 9ures for 
'Case Si are shown wi tni n parentheses) ... &lrui: subtype" 74% (81%); 
I-leve1 - 89% (92%). EgmaJe£: subtype - 80% (86%); I-level - 92% (94%). 

However, it did not, Ipso facto, eliminate the latter's ability to reach a 
relatively sound judgment-wone which was based upon his personal review and 
Integration of the taped interview [plus any other avai lable InformatlonJ. 
Inthfs sense, It represented no RIDre and no less than a semj~independent 
Judgment ll ,31 

Related to this: The Phase I and II diagnostic accuracy figures 
were higher than those which Involved interrater-reliabl llty. 
Close inspection of this situation suggests that the first 
research rater's classifIcation of the youth probably had a 
stronger influence upon (a) the diagnosis ~,lch was ultimately 
arrIved at (viz., the true d~agno$rs) than upon (b) the dIagnosis 
which was made by the 2nd rater. 32 This might help account for 
the fact that the accuracy results were moderately yet consistently 
hIgher than the Interrater-rellabi lfty results a -a $ltuatlon which 
is not often found in connection with studies of psychlatrically/ 
psychologically oriented systems of personality classification. 

Fo,· males, rater agreement through time (i .e., Intake vs_ fol1owup"'
estimated to be 10 months on the av~r~ge) was 75% for subtype and 91% for 
I-leve1. Comparable figures for females were 78% and 89%, respectively. 
Broadly speaking, this level of agreement suggests the presence of at least 
moderatem=or, quite possibly, sizable a -amounts of stabi llty with respect to 
personality dimensions upon which the raters' attention would ordinari ly be 
focused. 

Stability and Interactional context aside, the I-level system would 
doubtlessly profit from continued conceptual and operational sharpeningwup 
with regard to the Na vs. Nx distinction, in particular. (Some progress has 
bean reported along this irne, at least at the conceptual level. 33 ) This 
distinction has consistently r~mained the prfn:fpBl contributor to rater
dlsagreementcomat point of Intake, and through tIme ~s \~Il. Beyond thIs, It 
would be of beneflt ... ·.,partlcuii3rVy to correctfonal workers outside of CTP-" 
if CTP were to pin dm1n and spell out, at least more comprehensively than has 
been done to date, th.e,featurres ,\!hich 2ru"~ distinguish I1l:)st Mpls 
from most Na's. (It may be noted that the Mp and Na subtypes repl"esent 
'adjacent c~tegorfesC with respect to the I-level classification schema. 
They a lso share wi th one another a number of readily apparent, as we 11 as 
underlying, attributes. Seen in this light, it is interesting to note that 
each such subtype had a noticeably lowerrothan"average level of interrater
agreement.) 

In sum, It Is accurate and probably fair to say that CTP's Phase I and 
Phase II reliability and accuracy results would compare favorably or quite 
favorably with those obtained in connection with other clinically oriented--and, 
especially, interview ... based ..... personaHty typologies • .l:I2ld.eyer n very much 
lmprQye mruJ3: Jfi needeg wi tJll.D.~_,.con£sm..t.Ypl ao.Q....QRecatlQDal are,as ali k!'t. On 
the latter score, e.g., increa$ed consideration should definitely be given 
to the IdeE) of almost routhlely calling for second ratings, at point of Intake. 34 
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Footnotes 

1. The 1961~1965 data were re-analyzed in J969 In connection wIth CTpls 
reassessment of the reHabi lity index which it had previously utIltzed. 
However, no new data was involved. 

2. The period 1961-1969 Includes all ~ard-intake during Phases I and rl. 
Ho\'l/ever, numerous followup Interviews took place after 1969 with 
regard to Phase II youths. 

3. Separate analyses were carried out for each of the following time
periods: 1961-1963; }964-i966; 1967-1969; ••• al so f nc I uded were 
1964-1969 and 1961-t969. (The present analysis relates to the entire 
Phase I and II perlod--vlz., 1961-1969.) Similarly, for each time-period, 
separate analyses were made with regard to each of the followIng areas: 
Sacramento; Stockton-Modesto; and, San Francisco. (The present analysis 
relates to all three locations. combined.) Cutting across each such 
analysis, the data was also looked at separately for: Experlmenta1s; 
Controls; Ineligibles; and~ the San FrancIsco Guided Group Interaction 
subjects. Collectively, the latter three subject-groupings are referred 
to as non-E~~erimanta15. (The present analysis combtnes all four of 
these subJect-groupi ngs.) These analyses were carri ed out 1 n order to 
determine whether any substantial trends or differences were involved 
in connection with time-period, location, and/or subject-grouping. By 
and large, reliabi lity and accuracy (as defined in the text) remained 
unchanged through time, across locations, and with reference to the 
differing subject-groupings. 

4. The researcher who first rated the youthls intake tape is referred to 
as the "fl rst research rater". TIH! researcher who next rated the youth's 
I ntake tape (genera liy upon \'equest of the f( rst research rater) is 
referred to as the "second research rater", The latter researcher was 
never the Individual who had conducted the Intake Interview. During 
Phases I and U, the first rsstaarch rater conducted the Intake interview 
In some 87% of the cases (males). The remaining 13% were conducted by 
operations personnel (mainly dudng the years 1966"1969). 

5. In the remaining 55% af the cases, the first research rater did not 
consider it necessary to request a second research r'ating of the Intake 
I ntervi ew. I~ost, though not all such tapes \fiere cansi dered re lati ve ly 
lIeasyll from a di agnosti c standpoi nt, ",hether rated by an opera!;! ons 
person or nota-and particularly if they had been rated by an operations 
person with whom the first ,·esearch rater agreed. (As Indicated In 
fn.4, 13%' of the 802 males had beel' interviewed by an operations staff 
member. This lndividual u -and/or his treatment supervisor--then rated 
the tape. The operations rating was separate and apart from--and, 



6. 
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8. 

9. 
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Footnotes, Continued 

temporally speakingt it almost always preceded~-that which was Invariably 
done by the first research r~ter. If the first researcher's classifIcation 
concurred with that of the operations staff member, the former would 
usually feel less reason than would otherwise be the case to request a 
second researcherls r6ting of the intake tape.) In most such cases, the 
diagnosis appeared to be reiatlvely clear-cut-~at least to the first 
research rater (and, in many cases, to the opel-stions rater). Yet, the 
present data suggest that the first research raters were not sufficiently 
'conservative' in this regard: That is to say, it would have been better 
if they had asked for a second researcher's rating more often than they 
did. For example, the percentage of agreement between the first 
research raterls classificatIon and the classification which was 
ultimately arrived at (based upon all contacts and/or interviews with 
some 427 males) was ~ In the case of subtype classifications and ~ 
in the case of I-level classifications. These figures refer to 
Experimental subjects oniy. Tnese were individuals whom it was possible 
to observe far more closely than Controls (and GGI subjects as well), and 
whose original classification had had the greatest opportunity of being 
modified as the result of post-Intake observations and/or Interviews. 
(All instances of what may be described as 'substantial g~th' within 
the youths themselves"'-e.g.,'lOOvernent from one I"'level to the next higher 
I-level--were excluded.) Comparable figures for Experfmental females 
were ~ tn the case of subtype classificatIons and ~ with reference 
to I-level cla$slffcatfons (N ~ 94 females). 

Theoretically, he may receive a classification of I as well. However, 
Is's comprise a negllgib~e q~antity within the pres~nt sample of youths-
Jess than 1%. As a resultp they are not differentiated from I~IS of 
comparable ~ ra1attve to the present analysis, un!!ess otnerwise 
sped ff ed. 

Thus, the probability of error waS reduced quite a bit--viz., 55%--as 
a result of kn~~ing the row and column categories of the 7 x 7 Joint
probabi 1ity distribution in question. 

Without knowing either the theoretical or obtained subtype distributions, 
an individual who possessed no information about the INlevel system, or 
about the CTP wardasampie, etc., would sti 1t have had a 14.3% Chance of 
simply guessing the true diagnosis if faced with 7 categories from which 
to choose, and if given a single choice. 

Chance equals .33, in the case of 3 categoriesa-and, a single choice. 



Footnotes, Continued 

10. Use of the Pearson L would appear to be Justified In this Instance, at 
least as far as the underlyIng level-of-maturity continuum Is concerned. 
(I > I > I ). - The results of this 3-category analysis were rather 
sl~llar3to t~ose which were based upon the followIng 4-category break
down (N ID 364 males): I2 , 13 , I4 Neurotics, 14 Non-neurotics. Figures 
for the latter analysis were: 

X
2 

em 494.8 ( d • f. I!lI 9; P < .001) 

~' JIll .67 

A (symmetrIcal) ~ .57 

Rater agreement u 76% 

Rater agreement minus chance m 51% 

Pearson L m +.69 (r. +.98). 
max 

(Recent CTP data support the view that Non-neurotIc 14 '5 are, on the 
whole, somewhat more mature than NeurotIc I4

I s.) 

11. The one IS was excluded from thIs analysIs. 

12. Jesne$s, C. The Preston Typology Study Final Report. CalifornIa Youth 
Authority and the American JustIce InstItute. July, 1969. pg. A-)25. 

13. For male subjects, the subtype breakdown (7 categories) on rater
relIabIlIty through time Is as follows wIth respect to 'single research 
raters' only (N m 256); the figures for 'different research raters' only 
(N m 170) are shown In parentheses: 

x2 
em 759.3 (500.4) (d.f. m 36 in both cases; p < .001) 

~ , Q .70 (. 70 ) 

A (s ymme t rica 1 ) 

Rater agreement 

DlI .71 

m 78% 

( .65) 

(75%) 

Rater agreement mInus chance 

Pearson.L. tell -fo.77 (+.87) 

( 61%) 

For males, the IaJeyeL breakdown (3 catego~ies) on rater-reliabi Iity 
through tIme is as follows with respect to 'slngle raters' only (N. 256); 
the figures for 'different raters' only (N • 170) are shown In parentheses: 
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x
2 

• 354.9 (209.8) 

f flol .83 (.79) 
(d.f .• 4 In both cases; p < .001) 

A (symmetrical) •• 82 (.77) 

Rater agreement m 92% (91%) 

Rater agreement mInus chance R 58% (57%) 

Pearson ~ • +.87 (+.83) (rm.~x III +.96 (+.91)) 

For fema Ie subjects, the suJUvp~ breakdown (7 c,ategori es) on rater"" 
rell~billty through tIme is as follows with respect to 'sfngJe research 
r(aters

l 
only (N lID 45); the figures for 'different research raters' only 

N IB 45) are shown In parentheses: 

, 12. 6 ( 98 .6) 

.65 (.60) 
(d.f. • 36 In both cases; p < .001) 

A (s ymme t r r ca J ) lIS • 71 ( . 54 ) 

Rater agreement Ell 80% (73%) 

Rater agreement minus chance • 66% (59%) 

Pearson.L. flol +.83 (+.73) 

For fema!es, the 4-category (12 , I , 1
4

N, I Non-N) breakdown on rater
rellabl "ty through time is as folrows for i~ing1e raters' (N .45)' 
figures for 'dlfferent raters' (N l1li 45) are shown in parentheses: ' 

l os 53.1 (48.4) (d f 9 • •• in both cases; p < .001) 
~ 'b. 63 (.60 ) 

A (symmetri ca 1) 

Hater agreement 
1m .70 ( .64) 

sa 87% (87%) 

WI 62% (62%) Hater agreement ml nus chance 

Pearson L a +.84 (+.71) (r • +.90 (+.94) max . 

For females, the I-Jeyel breakdown (3 categories) on rater-reliabi lity 
through time is as follows with respect to 'single raters' (N .45); 
the fi gures for • di fferent raters' (N m 45) are s,hown in parentheses: 
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Footnotes, Continued 

x2 ... 25.1 (24.7) (d.f. = 4 in both cases; p < .001) 

~ , "" • 53 (.52 ) 

A (symmetrical) a .79 (.56) 

Rater agreement M 93% (87%) 

m 60% (53%) Rater agreement minus chance 

Pearson L = +.86 (+.73) ( r fa +.91 (+.92)) max 

Once again, all youths had an intake interview. Moreover, this Interview 
was always rated by at least one researcher--viz., the Ilffrst research 
rater ll

• 

In thIs case, a researcher would interview the youth and make a diagnostic 
classIfication, on the occasion of the latter's favorable discharge from 
the CalIfornia Youth Authority. 

17. As wi 11 be IndIcated In the text with reference to Case A, subtype accuracy 
was found to be 74% whl Ie I-level accuracy turned out to be 89%. However, 
subtype accuracy rose to 83% and I-level accuracy became 93% once we 
dropped the requIrement that there be a ~,ond researcb rating. [The Issue 
of this particular requirement is separable from that which relates to the 
presence or absence of 'verifIcation' of the true diagnosis per see Thus, 
in the present instance { .•. 83% and 93% accuracy)--i .e., In contrast to 
Case A--considerably fewer than 97.6% of all true diagnoses turned out 
to have been verjfied .• ~hat is, verified by the second research rater or 
else by some other researcher who classified the youth at a Jater point in 
time. Although-"'sti 11 with refe~'ence to the present instance .... the second 
rating had indeed been dropped relative to its being an essential 
r~Qulr~ment, many of the youths in question nevertheless did receive a 
second, third, or subsequent research rating. At least one of these 
ratings ma~ ha~ verified-qand in most cases actually did verify--the 
true diagnosIs. As a result, a fairly high percentage of the ratings in 
question not only did receive a second or later rating, but did in fact 
turn out to have been verified In the sense described within the text.] 
(These figures all a~ply to males. Without the ·second research rating' 
requi rement, the comparable fi gures for females were 91% and 96%, 
respectively.) We feel that the latter set of figures are ,not the best 
one's to use In light of the absence of any substantial external and/or 
post-intake check on the first rater's diagnosis, particularly In the 
case of non-Experimentals subjects. Only partially aside from the latter 
point, It is useful to note that once the Iintake classification-sequence' 
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had been completed (whether by 1, 2, 3 or 4 research rsters .•• with or 
without an operations rater In addition) the SUbtype diagnosis which was 
settled upon at that point was accurate In 96% of the cases (Experlmentals -
95%; non-Experlmentals m 97%) as judged In terms of the final, I.e., 'true' 
diagnosis. By the same token, I-level accuracy was 99% (Experlmentals • 
99%; non-Experimentals m 99%). This excJudes all 'nstances of I substantlal 
growth' within the youths themselves. For females the comparable ~ubtype 
figure was 96% (Experlmentais s 92%; non-Experimentals m 98%) whereas the 
I-level figure was 98% (Experimentals ~ 95%; non-Experlmentals = 100%). 

level of accuracy was as follows for the separate subtypes. Case A: 
Aa - 67%; Ap - 83%; Cfm - 82%; Cfc - 79%; Mp'" 59%; He - 69%; 
Nx .. 82%; Se - 78%; Ci - 63%. (The subtype sample-sizes were: 6, 
72, 47, 76, 124, 136, 18, and 32, respectively.) Case B: Aa'" 
Ap a 84%; Cfm - 85%; Cfc - 85%; Mp - 62%; Ha - 77%; Nx - 89%; 
Se .. 81%; ct .. 67%. (The subtype sample-sizes were: 6, 25, 101, 
85, 174, 245, 21, and 39, r·espectlvely.) 

24, 
67%; 

68, 

level of accuracy was as follows for the separate X-JeveJ~. Case A: 
I2 .. 87%; 13 - 88%; 14 D 90%. (The sample-sizes were: 30, 195, and 310, 
res·pectlvely. Only one 15 was Included within the present analysis. He 
had been classified accurately by the first research rater.) Case 8: 
I2 .. 87%; 13 - 90%; 14 " 93%. (The samplfe"'si zes were: 31, 253, and 480, 
respectively. Only two I5's were included within the present analysIs. 
Both had been classified accurately by the first research rater.) 

As to subtype classl ficatlon, the comparable figures for females were: 

Case A (N I!!I 119): Level of accuracy m 80% 

level of accuracy minus chance IIllII 69%. 

Case B (N lIS 168): level of accuracy ta 86% 

Level of accuracy minus chance 1M 75%. 

Level of accuracy was as follows for the separate ~~htv9ea. Case A: 
Aa ... (no cases); Ap'" 100%; Crm" 90%; Cfc - 50%; Mp" 76%; 
Ha .. 73%; Nx "" 89%; Se'" 75%; Ci" 100%. (The subtype sample-si zes 
were: 0, 2, 10, 4, 17, 45, 36, 4, and 2, respectively.) Case B: 
Aa .. (no cases); Ap'" 100%; Cfm" 92%; Cfc" 50%; Mp - 82%; 
Na - 77%; Nx a 95%; Se - 80%; Ci - 100%. (The subtype sample-sizes 
were: 0, 3, )3, 4, 22, 56, 64, 5, and 2, respectively.) 



19. 

Footnotes, Continued 

Level of accuracy was as follows for tha separate I-layels. Case A: 
I - 100%; 13 - 86%; I - 92%. (The sample-sizes were: 2,31, and 
87, resoectively. No 1515 were included within the present analysIs.) 
Case B:' I ... 100%; 13 - 90%; It" 95%. (ihe sample-sIzes were: 3, 
39, and 127, respectively. No 15 s were included.) 

In the case of females the comparable figures were: 

Case A (N m 119): X
2 

B 429.2 (d.f. u 36; p < .00)) 

Case B (II! I!I '68): 

~' I!'lI .78 

A (asy~trical) •• 69 

Level of accuracy (7 categories) a 8)% 

Level of accuracy minus chance • 66% 

Pearson L B +.87. 

l I!!II 657.9 (d.f. = 36; p < .001) 

cV B .81 

A (asymmetrical) m .78 

Level of accuracy (7 categories) • 86% 

Level of accuracy minus chance • 72_ 

Pearson L = +.90. 

20. As to I-level classification, the comparable figures for females were: 

Case A (N = 119): 

Case B (N m 168): 

192.5 (d.f. lIZ 4; p < .001) 

~I ~ .90 

A (asymmetrical) n .70 

Level of accuracy (3 categories) • 92% 

level of accuracy minus chance • 58% 

Pearson L m +.78 (rmax • +.96). 

l = 285.5 (d.f. a 4; p < .001) 

cp' IW .92 

A (asymmetrlca)) D .76 

-24" 
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21. 

Footnotes, Continued 

Level of accuracy (3 categories) a 94% 

Level of accuracy mlnu~ chance ~ 61% 

Pearson 1: DI! +.~o ( r mB +.98). max 

No selection was involved here, reiatlve t(',1 the present analysis. 
Although n~re than 39 individuals received extensive training from CTOT 
duri ng recent years, many di d not recel ve t.hei r fo 110wup tapes because 
a full year's period had not yet elapsed subsequent to the completion 
of their training. 

22. The 15 ratings were analyzed as simply an additional subtype. 

23. The figures shown for Aa's, Se's, and 151s should be considered highly 
tentative since no more than 1 Aa, 4 Se's, and 5 I5's had been rated. 

24. Broken down by subtype. the in~trajnlng levels of rating-accuracy were: 
Aa ~ 0%; Ap m 54%; Cfm = 56%; Cfc ~ 45%; Mp m 56%: Na m 48%: 
Nx m 50%; Se = 50%: Ci ~ 42%; 15 m 60%. 

25. Broken down by I-level. the In~trainlng levels of ratlng~accuracy were: 
12 R 64%; 13 w 67%; 14 m 87%; I5 m 40%. 

26. Once again, 9 diagnostic categories were present In relation to the 
subtype-classlflcatfons m ·IO, If one considered the I51s as well. 

27. A fifth, 12 tape, was later found to be largely Inappropriate. Thus, 
no one year fol10wup figure is presented relative to the I2 level as 
such. 

28 •. 

29. 

One rating had to be eliminated due to the rater's chance personal 
knowledge of the youth in question. 

Broken down by subtype. the one year fol1owup levels of ratingoaccuracy 
were: Cfm lm 72%; Mp III 74%; Na I!Il 24%: Ci IllI ·13%. While it Is unknown 
whether the Cfm and Mp tapes \'l/ere of what one mi ght ca 11 "average 
difficultyll or, perhaps, w"ere even. on the "slightly easy side", it does 
seem hi ghly 11 kely that the Na and Ci test-tapes were on the rather 
difficult side. Unfortunately~ it was difficult to expect the trainees, 
as a group, to uni formiy rate mol'e than ali mi ted number of fo 110wup 
tapes (whether within or across subtypes). 

30. Broken down by I-level, the one year fol1owup levels of rating"accuracy 
were: 13 R 81%; 14 a 54%. 



Footnotes, Concluded 

31. Palmer, T. Reply to Eight Questions Commonly Addressed to Callfornlaos 
Community Treatment Project. California Youth Authorlty. CTP Report 
Series: 1970, No. 2 pg. 19. 

32. Furthermore, the 1st rater's influence upon the true diagnosis was almost 
certainly stronger in those cases in which there was an absence of any 
2nd, 3rd, etc., research rating--I .e., stronger than when any of these 
latter ratings were present. This would help account for the fact that 
the 'Case 8' figures were higher (moderately yet consistently higher) 
than those for 'Case A'. 

Additional analysis showed that the 1st research rater's degree of 
influence upon the true diagnosis was Identical to that of the 2nd 
research rater's in the case of Experlmentals. In the case of non
Experimentals, it was slightly but almost'negliglbly greeter--3 percentage 
poInts In the case of SUbtype as well as IQlevel, for males and females 
a 11 ke. 

33. Palmer, T. CalifornIa's CommunIty Treatment Project - Research Report #11. 
CalIfornIa Youth Authority. July, 1971. pp. 13-14. 

34. This is of particular relevance to the need for high levels of diagnostic 
accuracy, as one of the first steps In the direction of individualized 
treatment planning. 
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